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Despite the growth in a behavioral technology for the treatment of autism, a small
population of individuals with autism fails to develop functional language. One procedure
used for inducing vocalizations in non-verbal children is a stimulus-stimulus pairing
(SSP) procedure. In an SSP procedure a vocalization is paired with a reinforcer over a
period of time to establish the vocalization as a learned reinforcer, and any utterance of
the target vocalization is believed to be automatically reinforced thus increasing the
frequency of the vocalization. Past research has yielded mixed results with the SSP
procedure, and more research is warranted to identify the key components of the
procedure that are necessary to produce an effect. The current study aims to extend the
literature in two ways, by (1) comparing two variations of the SSP procedure; a 5:1
condition in which the target vocalization was emitted five times and presented with one
delivery of a reinforcer and a 1:1 condition in which the target vocalization was emitted
one time with the delivery of one reinforcer, and (2) comparing the effects of a SSP
procedure on the frequency of novel and low frequency vocalization.
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INTRODUCTION
Autism and Language Interventions
Autism is a pervasive developmental disorder that is marked by the early onset of
abnormal characteristics that include impairments in communication, social interactions,
and restrictive repetitive interests and stereotypic behaviors (American Psychiatric
Association, 2000). Recently, the prevalence of autism spectrum disorders (ASD) has
increased from one in 110 children to an estimated one in 50 (Blumberg, Bramlett,
Kogan, Schieve, Jones, & Lu, 2013). As the number of children affected by autism rises,
so does the demand for effective and efficient treatments that target the core deficits for
individuals diagnosed with autism. Of the available treatments, applied behavior analytic
approaches to autism treatment have yielded successful and stable results across the years
(Virues-Ortega, 2010; Roane, Fisher, Green, McClannahan, & Taylor, 2010). Early and
Intensive Behavioral Intervention (EIBI) has demonstrated empirically validated results
for helping children with ASD make gains in skill development across the different
domains of deficits associated with the disorder (Herbert & Brandsman, 2002), and is the
recommended treatment for autism by the U.S. Surgeon General (U.S. Department of
Mental Health and Human Services, 1999).
One of the most prominent deficits in ASD is impaired communication. Recent
developments in the technology of applied behavior analysis (ABA) have led to a
growing body of literature on effective language based interventions. Of the most notable
is the method developed by Lovaas (1981) in which receptive language and expressive
labels were the primary foci amongst other basic learner skills. This teaching method
revolutionized the way practitioners approached educating individuals with autism by
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using discrete trial training, direct reinforcement and punishment, teaching basic
attending skills, teaching in a sequenced order, and delivering the treatment intensively
for 40 or more hours a week (Lovaas 1981; Lovaas, 1987). It cannot be disputed that this
method and the extensive work done by Lovaas and his students greatly impacted the
field of applied behavior analysis and its application for individuals with autism, but
recent experimental and applied research focusing on behavioral approaches to language
(Sundberg, 2008; Partington, 2010; Sundberg & Partington, 1998) have led to criticism of
Lovaas’ early approach for its failure to use the concepts and principles provided by
Skinner (1957) in his analysis of verbal behavior as a foundation for language based
treatments (Sundberg & Michael, 2001).
Skinner’s approach to verbal behavior examined language by its function,
meaning that the environmental variables prior to and contingent on the utterance define
the verbal behavior (Skinner, 1957), as opposed to the more traditional topographical
view of language. The topographical view posits that individuals with communication
disorders have impairments in written and spoken language, and deliver treatment based
on the form, content and linguistic function, meaning the role in which context
contributes to the meaning of the word. (American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association, 1993). Noam Chomsky (1959) further distinguished the two approaches to
language in his critique of Skinner’s analysis by claiming that (1) children are born with
innate structures of language, (2) Skinner primarily studied animals and generalized the
knowledge to humans, and (3) Skinner used extensive terminology to camouflage
mentalistic concepts. This critique led to the rejection of a behavioral approach to
language acquisition from the linguistic community, in addition to the little attention
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given from the behavior analysis community due to its lack of empirical data (Axelrod &
Kates-McElrath, 2011). Recently, a growing body of literature has emerged to lend
credibility to Skinner’s analysis of verbal behavior, and the benefits of a function based
language intervention for individuals with autism (Sundberg & Michael, 2001; Oah &
Dickinson, 1989; Lamarre & Holland, 1985; Shafer, 1994).
A Verbal Behavior Approach
A verbal behavior approach to language assessment and interventions focuses on
the function of language, and identifies several verbal operants. The most notable verbal
operants are the tact, mand, echoic, and intraverbal (Sundberg & Michael, 2001). A tact
is a verbal operant where the antecedent is an environmental stimulus (e.g., sight, sounds,
smell) in which the individual labels the specific stimulus (e.g., seeing a car and saying
“car”) and is typically reinforced by generalized learned reinforcer (e.g., someone saying,
“That’s right!”). A mand is a verbal operant that specifies its reinforcer and the
antecedent condition is a specific motivating operation (e.g., you are hungry and say
“cookie”). The echoic operant repeats the antecedent verbal stimulus and is reinforced by
generalized learned reinforcer (e.g., You hear someone say “cat ”in turn you say “cat,”
and they say “Good job!”). Finally, the intraverbal is a verbal operant in which the
antecedent is a verbal stimulus and the response is additional verbal behavior. It is
reinforced by either praise or other verbal behavior (e.g., Someone asks you what your
name is and you say “Burrhus.”). Skinner (1957) suggested that if you learn a word in
one verbal operant it does not necessarily mean it will transfer to the other verbal
operants, which is why a function based language intervention focuses on teaching verbal
behavior across the individual verbal operants (Sundberg, 2008). This approach to
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language interventions has yielded successful results for children with ASD and related
disorders in areas such as manding (e.g., Shafer, 1994), tacting (e.g., Barbera & Kubina,
2005), echoing (e.g., Drash & High, 1999) as well as intraverbals (e.g., Cihon, 2007), and
thus has spawned a variety of resources for parents and professionals to implement
function based language training interventions across a variety of settings (Sundberg,
2008; Partington, 2010; Barbera, 2007).
Despite the development of more functionally based language interventions, a
small population of individuals with autism fails to develop any speech (Goldstein, 2002;
Charlop & Haymes, 1994). In a meta-analysis conducted by Goldstein (2002) it was
observed that variations in subject recruitment and assessment employed in studies
focusing on early language development and intervention made it difficult to give
specific details about patterns in developmental levels or the severity of the impairments
prior to intervention. Thus, further research needs to obtain more accurate measures and
screenings of children with autism to determine potential similarities between individuals
who fail to develop speech. Another interesting finding by Goldstein (2002) was that the
number of individuals with autism who do not develop language is decreasing as early
intervention is becoming more available. However, little information was given
regarding why individuals fail to develop language or suggested interventions to increase
their language. The failure to develop functional language can lead to further difficulties
in the other core deficits of autism, such as social skills development, and can even lead
to an increase of problem behaviors (Carr & Durand, 1985). Children who do not emit
frequent vocal behavior, such as babbling and nonsensical sounds, are at an even greater
risk, because such vocal sounds can sometimes be shaped into functional language
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(Johnston & Johnston, 1972). Therefore, an intervention to induce vocal sounds for
individuals with autism who have no language is warranted. One such procedure for
doing so is stimulus-stimulus pairing.
The Role of Direct and Automatic Reinforcement in Language Acquisition
Stimulus-stimulus pairing (SSP) is a procedure in which a vocal stimulus is paired
with an established reinforcer during a predetermined number of sessions (Sundberg,
Michael, Partington, & Sundberg, 1996; Smith, Michael & Sundberg, 1996; Yoon &
Bennett, 2000). It is derived from the idea that early language acquisition is initially
based on a more indirect type of reinforcement called automatic reinforcement (Skinner,
1957; Vaughn & Michael, 1982). Automatic reinforcement refers to a type of
reinforcement in which the act of engaging in the behavior is in and of itself reinforcing.
For example, the sound one hears when humming to oneself reinforces one’s humming.
One possible explanation is that vocal sounds are paired with a variety of reinforcers at
birth, such as food, milk, tickles, and smiles from the parent. For example, a mother talks
to her baby as she feeds him and caresses his arm; the sound of the mother’s voice is
being experienced concurrently to reinforcers (i.e., presentation of food and physical
attention) being delivered. Through successive pairings, the vocalizations become
established as learned reinforcers, in which any vocal behavior emitted from the baby that
matches some topography of the vocal behavior of the mother is then automatically
reinforced, thus the baby’s babbling is reinforced by its own sound (Vaughn & Michael,
1982). This explanation can account for why infants babble and coo with no apparent
direct reinforcement contingencies. When the vocal behavior is emitted it can also come
under the control of more direct acting contingencies, such as praise or attention from
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another person. For example, when the baby babbles the sound “Ma,” the mother will
praise and stroke the baby. By coming under control of more direct contingencies, the
infant’s language can then begin to be shaped from nonsensical syllables into word
utterances. For example, the baby may begin to utter “ma ma,” and the mother delivers
higher amounts of praise than for the previous response of “ma” because it more closely
resembles the word “momma.”
Successful Applications of a Stimulus-Stimulus Pairing Procedure
The first study to apply a stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure on the emergence
of novel vocal sounds was conducted by Sundberg, Michael, Partington, and Sundberg
(1996). Sundberg and colleagues examined the effects of a stimulus-stimulus pairing
procedure on five individuals, four of whom had some type of developmental disability
that included a speech delay and one of whom was neurotypical. The individuals were
between the ages of 2 and 4 years and had a range of 100 to 300 mands and tacts in their
individual repertoires. Target responses were novel sounds or words that were not
observed during pre-pairing sessions. Each pairing trial consisted of one vocal response
paired with social reinforcement (e.g., praise, clapping, bouncing, tickling) for a total of
15 trials per minute. This procedure was repeated during each one to two-minute session.
After each session, the experimenter would have no interaction with the child and any
vocal responses would be recorded until the response appeared to have extinguished. All
five of the participants demonstrated a marked increase in the emission of target
responses during post-pairing observation sessions. Despite these striking results, the
study had several methodological issues that were not addressed. For example, the
researchers failed to use a consistent period of time during training sessions, a consistent
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dependent variable for all participants (e.g., the dependent variable for one participant
was a short phrase, while the dependent variable for another participant was a single
sound), a comprehensive learner profile detailing the existent verbal repertoires was not
included, and there was a lack of empirical support that reinforcers paired with the vocal
sounds were responsible for the effect of increased vocal sounds because vocal sounds
were not presented in isolation during baseline.
In a follow up investigation conducted by Smith, Michael, and Sundberg (1996),
the experimenters examined the effects of a stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure using
reinforcers and aversive stimuli as the paired stimuli. Two neurotypical infants (11
months and 14 months), both with developmentally appropriate language development,
served as participants. The target responses were selected by examining the participants
for an unspecified amount of time and discriminating between recognizable phonemes
and other novel sounds produced by random movement of the vocal muscles; only those
existing vocal responses defined as recognizable phonemes were used for the study.
Three different phonemes were selected for each infant and assigned a different condition
so that each phoneme was matched with one of three conditions: the positive condition,
negative condition, or neutral condition. In the positive condition one phoneme was
paired with a reinforcing stimulus (e.g., tickles or bubbles). In the neutral condition one
phoneme was paired with no known reinforcing or punishing stimulus, and in the
negative condition one phoneme was paired with a sharp “Bad Girl!” from the father,
which was described as an established form of conditioned punishment. The pairing
sessions conducted across each condition consisted of one utterance of the target sound
for an average of 16.7 times per minute. The results of the neutral condition indicated that
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the mere presence of a vocal stimulus was not enough to increase that vocal response. In
the positive pairing condition, both participants demonstrated an increase of the target
vocal response after the pairing condition. The most striking aspect of the experiment was
when the vocal response was paired with the aversive stimulus, no utterances of the vocal
target were observed following the pairing. This suggests that the vocal stimuli took on
automatically punishing qualities, meaning that the product arising from the utterance of
the vocal stimuli functioned as a learned aversive stimulus and suppressed the behavior
of uttering the target response. The possibility that some sounds become learned aversive
stimuli that punish vocal behavior may account for one reason why some children are
language delayed or even fail to develop language at all.
Yoon and Bennett (2000) yielded similar results in an experiment with three
individuals classified as severely developmentally disabled and who were all reported to
have limited to nonexistent verbal repertoires. The procedures used were identical to the
ones used in Sundberg et al. (1996), except 12 pairings per minute were used instead of
15. Target responses were selected based on observations and were believed to be novel
vocal sounds because they did not occur during the first pre-pairing session or the 20minute classroom observation prior to the beginning of the study. During pre-pairing
session no target responses occurred, but after the stimulus-stimulus procedure was
introduced all participants demonstrated a significant increase in the number of target
responses emitted for an increase of zero occurrences per minute to a 1.6 per minute for
participant one, 1.25 per minute for participant two and 2.7 responses per minute per
minute for participant three. In a second experiment, the authors compared the effects of
a stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure and that of contingent reinforcement for echoic
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responses using a reversal design. In the stimulus-stimulus pairing condition, the same
procedures were used from the first half of the study. In the echoic condition, participants
were observed for nine minutes prior to any intervention. After the pre-echoic
observations, participants were then exposed to the echoic condition, in which the
experimenter presented a total of 36 echoic prompts across three minutes for each of the
individual target sounds. Any successful echo was reinforced with a physical interaction
from the researcher (e.g., tickling) that was selected by conducting a reinforcer
assessment prior to the start study. The process of prompting an echoic response and
reinforcing any successful echoics continued for three minutes, the same amount of time
used in the pairing procedure. After the experimental condition, participants were then
observed for an additional six minutes to examine whether the participant would
spontaneously emit the target vocalization. Results suggested that the echoic condition
demonstrated no immediate effect, with only one participant emitting a single target
response in the post echoic condition. Results of the echoic condition stood in stark
contrast to results obtained in the SSP condition in which participants demonstrated an
increase in target vocal response. These results, suggest that for some a SSP procedure
may be more effective than an echoic training session. While this is the first published
study comparing the SSP procedure to a direct reinforcement procedure for vocalizations
(i.e., echoic procedure), the study failed to investigate whether these target responses
could come under echoic control after a pairing procedure, because if the vocalization
does not come under control of one of the verbal operants it may not serve a function for
the individual and extinguish. However, it should be noted that this is the first experiment
investigating the effects of SSP in which a reinforcer assessment was conducted prior to
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the implementation of the independent variable to determine if the stimuli being used as
reinforcers actually functioned as a reinforcer as opposed to just using reported
reinforcers or results of a previously conducted preference assessment.
To test whether vocalizations occurring from exposure to a stimulus-stimulus
pairing would come under echoic control, Ward, Osnes, and Partington (2007) examined
whether the delivery of a reinforcer contingent on the vocalizations after a pairing
procedure would increase the frequency of the response. Two three-year-old children
with autism who had low verbal repertoires were exposed to a stimulus-stimulus pairing
procedure, in which there were 10 pairing trials per minute; the number of vocalizations
per pairing was not specified. Target responses were selected from observing which
vocalizations occurred at the highest frequency during baseline. During pairing
conditions, as the target responses increased in frequency the experimenters began to
directly reinforce the vocalizations, establishing it as an over-generalized mand for a
variety of reinforcers. The experimenters then delayed reinforcement and delivered it
contingent on the participant echoing the response emitted by the experimenter with
either the presentation of a highly preferred item (e.g., edible item) or activity (e.g.,
swing). Results suggested that a stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure was successfully
used to increase vocalizations, and once vocalizations were occurring at high enough
rates they could successfully be transferred to the echoic and mand operants. Unlike
previous studies, the stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure was not done in isolation
throughout the study and was used solely to increase vocalizations that could then be
brought under echoic/mand control. Several methodological issues were not addressed
during the study including the failure to use either a formal preference assessment or
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reinforcer assessment as well as a definitive and clear explanation of the procedure
utilized, including a failure to specify what constituted a high enough rate to shift focus
from automatic to direct reinforcement. However, the study does illustrate the complexity
of verbal behavior and the importance both automatic and direct reinforcement have in
increasing and maintaining vocal behavior.
Esch, Carr, and Grow (2009) further examined the effects of contingent
reinforcement as well as non-contingent reinforcement (NCR) on target responses.
Participants included three children with autism between the ages of two to five with
varying verbal repertoires. Target responses were identified as the lowest frequency
observed vocalizations made during free play observations. Reinforcers were selected
based on data obtained from a preference assessment conducted before the study; the
three highest preferred items for each participant were used as reinforcers for the
respective participant. Participants were exposed to three different conditions: stimulusstimulus pairing, programmed/contingent reinforcement, and NCR. In the pairing
procedure, vocalizations (S+) were paired with reinforcement for a total of 10 trials per
minute across 12-15 minutes; three vocalizations were used per trial (e.g., “bah bah bah”
immediately followed by presentation of a reinforcer). Trials were interspersed with
neutral responses (S-) that were not paired with any reinforcer to increase the reinforcing
effects of the paired responses. For example, experimenters presented the sound “sio”
without the delivery of a reinforcer. Participants were then exposed to a programmed
reinforcement condition in which reinforcers were delivered contingent on the
vocalization of the target response. Next, participants were exposed to a NCR condition,
where reinforcers were delivered on a fixed time schedule of 30 seconds regardless of
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whether the participant emitted the target response. All participants demonstrated a
moderate to slight effect following pairing conditions, with target responses occurring at
various levels over baseline responding as well as an increase of target versus non-target
(S-) responses. Most notably the individual with the lowest established verbal repertoire
experienced the greatest increase in target responses and individuals with some
established verbal repertoires demonstrated less of an increase in target responses; all
participants showed an increase in target responses when reinforcers became contingent
on vocalizations. Vocalizations of the target responses had declining trends when
exposed to the NCR condition for all but one participant, offering only modest evidence
that target responses in a stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure maintain their
automatically reinforcing qualities after the pairing has stopped. Taken together, these
data suggest that stimulus-stimulus pairing is useful for increasing vocal behavior of
individuals, and contingent presentations of reinforcers following the vocalizations will
maintain that vocal behavior.
Fronapfel-Sonderegger (2012) further supported the importance of both direct and
automatic reinforcement by investigating the effects of a stimulus-stimulus pairing
procedure with a concurrent direct reinforcement contingency on low frequency
vocalizations. Four children ages three to five, all with a developmental disability, were
selected for the study. Selection criteria was based on a school wide language assessment,
the Verbal Language Assessment, and participants were selected if they could vocalize
no more than 34% of the phonemes listed on the assessment classifying them as having a
low verbal repertoire. After baseline measures, participants were introduced to a
concurrent stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure and direct reinforcement contingency.
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Each pairing trial consisted of five vocalizations of the target word or phoneme and the
delivery of a preferred item during the third vocalization. If the child independently
emitted the target vocalization throughout the pairing trial, the experimenter immediately
presented the preferred item and praised the participant. Training sessions lasted
approximately seven minutes and included an average of 19 pairings per session.
Throughout the remainder of the participants’ school day any spontaneous vocalization of
a target response was reinforced by presenting the preferred item immediately after the
occurrence of the target response. Results indicated that each participants’ target
responses increased following the combined stimulus-stimulus pairing and direct
reinforcement procedure with participants mastering words across both mand and tact
operants. This study was the first to combine both automatic and direct reinforcement
contingencies concurrently, and it highlights the importance of a comprehensive program
involving both distinct types of reinforcement. Further studies need to address a more
thorough analysis of the individual effects of direct reinforcement and automatic
reinforcement in a comprehensive language program. Research focusing in this area may
help clarify when to switch from a protocol using automatic reinforcement to a protocol
using direct reinforcement.
In the most recent study on stimulus-stimulus pairing, Milotis, Sidener, Reeve,
Carbone, Sidener, Radar and Delmolino (2012) compared two variations of the stimulusstimulus pairing procedure. Two children ages eight and six were selected for the study
based on teacher reports of failed attempts to teach echoics and mands. Both children
exhibited low frequency vocal play and only one child displayed minimal echoic control
over six responses. Four low-frequency sounds were selected for each pairing procedure
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based on an observation period prior to the start of the study. Target responses were
selected if they occurred between 1-5% of the observation period. There were a total of
four pairing conditions, 1:1 S+ where one vocal sound would be paired with the
immediate delivery of a reinforcer, 1:1 S- where one vocalization sound was delivered
without any delivery of a reinforcer, 3:1 S+ where three vocalizations were paired with
the delivery of a reinforcer, and 3:1 S- where three vocalizations were delivered without
any delivery of a reinforcer. The study employed an adapted alternating treatments
design, where the experimenter would alternate the condition the participant was exposed
to each session. Each session lasted for approximately 20 trials. Data were collected on
spontaneous target vocalizations within each session, with a 20 s pause after each
vocalization to ensure no accidental reinforcement of the target response. Results
suggested that a stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure was useful in increasing the total
frequency of target responses in both S+ conditions. The most critical aspect of this study
was that both participants experienced a significantly greater increase of target
vocalizations when exposed to a 1:1 pairing ratio as compared to the 3:1 condition. This
suggests that the fewer number of vocalizations per pairing trial yielded greater increases
in paired vocalizations. This study provides some evidence as to what specific
components of the stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure are important in producing an
effect. It should be noted though that target responses for both participants in the 1:1 S+
condition were occurring at the highest rate of the four target responses prior to
implementation of the independent variable. This raises a concern because both pairing
procedures produced an effect and it is unclear if the greater effect for the 1:1 S+
condition was due to the fact that the target responses were already occurring at a rate
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higher than the 3:1 S+ condition. Further research needs to be conducted with tighter
control over the dependent variables to determine if fewer vocalizations per trial yield
greater increases, as well as component analysis of the of pairing procedures that utilize
an S- condition.
Unsuccessful Applications of a Stimulus-Stimulus Pairing Procedure
Despite available literature that suggests stimulus-stimulus pairing is an effective
procedure for increasing vocalizations in young children with autism, several studies
have shown no effect following the procedure. In a study conducted by Esch, Carr, and
Michael (2005), three children with autism between the ages of 6 and 8 were exposed to
an echoic condition in which target vocalizations that were echoes of the experimenter
were reinforced. Target responses were defined as vocal sounds that were previously
emitted by the participant. Following this, participants were exposed to an antecedent
echoic condition in which 30 pairing trials were conducted and each trial consisted of
three sounds (e.g., bah bah bah). Immediately after, 10 echoic probes were provided to
determine if the child would echo the experimenter. Overall, echoic responding did not
increase for any participants in either condition. In a second experiment, the authors
conducted a direct replication of Miguel, Carr and Michael (2002). This consisted of two
of the three participants being exposed to a baseline condition, a control condition in
which target responses were emitted without any pairing of reinforcement, and a
stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure for a total of 30 pairings (again, each pairing trial
consisted of 3 vocal responses). Results suggested that neither of the two participants’
post-pairing target vocalizations experienced an effect from pairings. Subsequently the
experimenters conducted a third experiment in which vocal sounds were differentially
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reinforced and shaped into vocal approximations. A continuous schedule of
reinforcement was used in which the delivery of a preferred stimulus (e.g., ball, hugs)
was contingent on the child vocalizing a vowel sound. This was successful for one of the
participants, but the other participant failed to respond to the condition with responding
levels undifferentiated from the baseline condition. This is interesting because it suggests
that maybe the presumed reinforcers being used in the experiment did not actually
function as reinforcers for the participant. Thus suggesting that better reinforcer
assessments be used to determine which stimuli will be used as reinforcers in a pairing
procedure. Additionally, Stock et al., (2008) cautioned against pairing procedures with
pairing ratios of more than 2:1 because experimenters may inadvertently be pairing the
target response more frequently with the withholding of reinforcement. This may account
for why participants in the Esch et al. (2005) did not show an increase in target
vocalizations.
Similarly, Normand and Knoll (2006) found failures in their attempts to increase
spontaneous vocalizations in a 3 year old with autism with a moderate verbal repertoire,
including the ability to mand, tact, and follow simple directions. Similar to the pairing
condition in Esch, Carr, and Michael (2005), the participant was exposed to three
conditions: a baseline condition, a control condition, and a pairing condition, in which the
stimulus-stimulus pairing condition consisted of 10 pairing trials, each trial consisting of
seven vocalizations of the target sounds. There was no observable effect of the pairing
procedure on target responses and the authors stressed for more accurate preference
assessments when conducting similar procedures in subsequent investigations.
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Mixed Outcomes Using a Stimulus-Stimulus Pairing Procedure
A majority of the literature on stimulus-stimulus pairing has yielded mixed
outcomes in terms of participants showing an increase in target responses and others
showing no change (Miguel, Carr, & Michael 2002; Stock, Schulze & Mirenda, 2008;
Carroll & Klatt, 2008; Yoon & Feliciano, 2007). Miguel, Carr, and Michael (2002) used
a stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure that consisted of 5 vocalizations per pairing trial
with three children with autism, all of whom had varying verbal repertoires. Two
participants demonstrated an increase in target vocalizations, but one participant showed
no immediate effect following the pairing procedure. The participant for whom the
pairing procedure showed no effect had the highest verbal repertoire out of the three
participants prior to the pairing procedure, having some established mands and vocal
imitation. The authors suggested that competing direct reinforcement contingencies of
vocalizations might have been the reason that individuals with higher verbal repertoires
did not benefit from a stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure.
Stock, Schulze, and Mirenda (2008) found similar outcomes that further support
the premise that not all individuals with autism may benefit from an SSP procedure.
Three individuals were exposed to a pairing procedure that consisted of three pairing
trials per minute, each trial consisting of five utterances of the target response. Of the
three participants, only one demonstrated an increase in target vocalizations. This
participant had the lowest verbal repertoire prior to the SSP procedure with a few gestural
mands and low tacts and echoics; the remaining two participants had more established
verbal repertoires with particularly high manding repertoires. Carroll and Klatt (2008)
used a similar pairing procedure in which 20 pairing trials were conducted with two
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individuals, each pairing trial consisting of five utterances of the target response. Two
target responses, novel vocalizations and low frequency vocalizations, were paired and
measured. Only one of the two individuals demonstrated an immediate effect following
the pairing procedure, but effects were restricted to only an increase in the low frequency
vocalizations. The participant who demonstrated an increase in low frequency
vocalizations also had a low verbal repertoire, with no mands or tacts as assessed prior to
the start of the study, while the individual who showed no effect had a relatively high
verbal repertoire with strong echoics, mands, and tacts, again prior to the start of the
study. This particular investigation raises the question as to why the low frequency
vocalization was the only target response to increase. This study also raised questions
regarding the level of an individual’s verbal repertoire prior to the pairing condition that
is needed to yield a larger effect, and, more specifically as this study suggests, whether
individuals with lower verbal repertoires yield a larger effect than those with a higher
verbal repertoire.
In perhaps the most striking study of stimulus-stimulus pairing, Yoon and
Feliciano (2007) separated six individuals into three different groups: High verbal/low
vocal play, mid/low verbal/ high vocal play, and low verbal/high vocal play. All
participants were then exposed to a stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure in which target
vocalizations were paired at a rate of 12 trials per minute, each trial consisting of one
vocalization paired with a reinforcer. Participants in the high verbal/low vocal play
group had no effect following the pairing procedure, participants in the mid/low
verbal/high vocal play had a slight increase in the target sounds following the pairing
procedure, and the participants in the low verbal/high vocal play group showed the
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greatest increase in target vocalizations out of the three groups. The outcomes of this
study suggest that individuals with a history of more direct-acting contingencies on their
verbal behavior may not benefit from a stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure. The study
yielded the greatest results for participants who had the lowest verbal repertoire, possibly
because those individuals have not had the opportunity for their vocal verbal behavior to
come under more direct-acting reinforcement contingencies in the past. If this is the case,
a stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure may be able to produce an increase in vocal
behavior in individuals with low vocal verbal repertoires for which therapists can bring
under control of more immediate direct acting contingencies, thus increasing overall
vocalizations.
The body of literature on the stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure has been mixed
in terms of successful applications, and a call for research on what components of the
procedure are necessary for a successful effect is needed (See Appendix D for a visual
representation of the previous research). In their review of the literature on stimulusstimulus pairing, Stock, Schulze and Mirenda (2008) suggested three reoccurring
components in successful applications of a stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure: (1) The
participants were younger in age, (2) procedures had more trials per minute and fewer
target sounds per trial, and (3) procedures used socially mediated reinforcers (e.g.,
tickles). Taken together, the available research suggests another component not specified
by Stock, Schulze and Mirenda (2002), which is that participants need to have low verbal
repertoires, more specifically, limited mands, tacts, echoics, and intraverbals. If this
procedure is going to be used as a clinical tool, it is necessary to account for the variables
that make it successful. Most notably, throughout the literature there is no consistent
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number of pairing trials per minute, number of vocal sounds per pairing trial, no selection
criteria for target responses, and no selection criteria of participants for whom this
procedure is most beneficial.
The proposed study sought to extend the research on the stimulus-stimulus pairing
procedure by investigating two components of the stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure.
First, the experimenter compared the effects of a stimulus-stimulus procedure with a high
number of pairing trials per minute and a low number of presentations of the target
response per trial (1:1) to a stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure with a low number of
pairing trials per minute and a high number of presentations of the target response per
trial (5:1). Second, the study compared the effects of both types of stimulus–stimulus
pairing procedures on novel and low frequency vocalizations.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The study investigated four research questions.
1. What are the effects of a Stimulus-Stimulus Paring procedure with 1 sound per
pairing and a total of 50 pairings per session on novel vocal responses of
individuals with low verbal repertoires?
2. What are the effects of a Stimulus-Stimulus Paring procedure with 1 sound per
pairing and a total of 50 pairings per session on infrequent vocal responses of
individuals with low verbal repertoires?
3. What are the effects of a Stimulus-Stimulus Paring procedure with 5 sounds per
pairing and a total of 50 pairings per session on novel vocal responses of
individuals with low verbal repertoires?
4. What are the effects of a Stimulus-Stimulus Paring procedure with 5 sounds per
pairing and a total of 50 pairings per session on infrequent vocal responses of
individuals with low verbal repertoires?
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METHOD
Participants
Two participants with a primary diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder
participated in this study. Participants were recruited from a local community mental
health agency providing early intensive behavioral intervention services to individuals
with autism. Both participants completed referral, informed consent, the Verbal Behavior
Milestones Assessment Protocol (VB-MAPP), preference and reinforcer assessments, and
stimulus-stimulus pairing procedures. The VB-MAPP is a language-based assessment
aligned with the verbal operants described by Skinner (1957). The assessment tracks
milestones that occur typically in infants up to kindergarten placement. It is divided into
three levels, with areas in each level addressing distinct mands, tacts, and intraverbals as
well as reading, writing, and linguistics. Individuals being assessed with the VB-MAPP
are scored on each task in every area on a point system out of 170. A half point is
awarded if the individual is able to complete some minor variation of the task and a full
point if he/she can complete the described task. For a blank scoring sheet see Appendix
E. Participants in this study possessed low verbal repertoires, and were limited in other
forms of alternative communication. Criteria for low verbal repertoires were selected
based on participant descriptions provided in previous studies (Yoon & Feliciano, 2007)
and translated to the current language assessment.
Participant One
Participant one was a four-year-old female. The participant was non-verbal, but
could exchange a few picture icons for desired items. Her score on the VB-MAPP totaled
11, with all skills in Level One of the assessment (See Appendix F). She scored one point
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in the Mand domain indicating that she could exchange two picture icons for desired
items, and one point in the Vocal Behavior domain indicating that she would infrequently
engage in vocal play for sustained periods of time. The remainder of her skills were in the
Visual Perceptual/Match-to-Sample (VP/MTS) domain, in which she scored four points
in, and the Play domain in which she scored five points. The participant demonstrated no
skills in the areas of tacting, echoing, intraverbals, as well as listener skills. During the
assessment the participant engaged in a variety of sounds, the lowest of which was “doy,”
which only occurred twice during the VB-MAPP assessment (See Appendix L for a
sample data sheet for vocalizations). Because of the low frequency of this sound, the
experimenters selected “doy” as the infrequent vocalization to be paired.
Participant Two
Participant two was a four-year-old male. The participant was non-verbal but
could communicate by exchanging several picture icons for desired items. His score on
the VB-MAPP totaled 21, with all skills in Level One of the assessment (See Appendix
F). Participant two scored five points in the Mand domain indicating that he could
exchange, up to 10 picture icons for desired items. Although he could exchange 10 icons,
the participant was not able to vocally mand for any item or activity. He scored two and
one half points in the Listener domain indicating that he can orient to other when they are
speaker, respond to his name, and identify a select a few reinforcers out of a field of two.
Participant two scored three points in the VP/MTS Domain indicating that he could
attend to a toy or book for 30 seconds, as well as scored five points in the Play domain
indicating that he would spontaneously follow his peers and imitate their motor
movements at least two times during a 30-minute session. Additionally, participant two
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scored a two in the Social domain, indicating that he could use eye contact as a form of a
mand as well as indicate to others that he wanted to be held. He scored a half point in the
Imitation domain, indicating that he could only imitate one gross motor action when
instructed to, Lastly, participant two scored three points under the Vocal domain,
indicating that he could emit 10 different sounds during the course of a 30-minute
observation period with varying intonation. The participant demonstrated no skills in the
areas of tacting, echoing, and intraverbals. During the assessment a variety of sounds
were recorded, over the course the sound “Bah” was never emitted. Both parents and
behavior aides at the center confirmed that they have never observed the participant
emitted the sound “bah” in the past, thus “bah” was used as the targeted novel
vocalization for participant two.
Setting
All sessions were conducted at an autism center affiliated with a mid-western
community mental health system. Sessions were conducted in a private room away from
outside distractions and additional noises. Room size was approximately 3 m by 3 m and
allowed for social physical interactions between the researcher and the child (e.g., tickles,
bouncing a ball). The room was equipped with a play mat rather than a table and chairs.
This allowed the researcher and the child to move freely around the room during
sessions. The only other materials in the room beside those needed to conduct sessions
was a video camera to record all sessions for data collection.
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Materials
VB-MAPP
An individual copy of the VB-MAPP was used for each recruited participant to
screen for the operant level of the participants’ verbal behavior. In addition to the scoring
books for each participant, a kit containing all of the relevant materials to probe for the
different objectives was used. This kit included the following items: picture cards,
puzzles, blocks, picture books, a peg board, a shape sorter, Mr. Potato Head®, bubbles, a
tea set, toy fruit, balls, LEGGO® duplo®, train, dishes, a doll, arts and crafts materials
(e.g., Crayons, markers, pencils, etc.), construction paper, block design cards, small and
large sets of toys, activity books, ABC cards, and number cards. For a complete list of
items see Appendix G.
Preferred Stimuli
Preferred stimuli for each participant were determined from an initial survey
completed by a parent/guardian after consent is obtained (See Appendix H). Stimuli that
were rated highest by the parent/guardian were used in the study. The researcher used the
selected preferred stimuli during preference and reinforcer assessments to determine their
reinforcing effectiveness. Only those stimuli that functioned as reinforcers were used
throughout all sessions and were delivered to a participant concurrently with vocal
responses (via the SSP procedures) presented by the researcher. Reinforcers included
both social (e.g., swings, hugs, tickles) and non-social stimuli (e.g., toys, candy, videos).
For participant one, blowing bubbles, tickles, being fanned, and being spun were selected
as reinforcers. For participant two, tickles, bubbles, and trampoline were selected as
reinforcers.
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Independent Variables
Two independent variables were used in this study. Both independent variables
were a stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure. One was a stimulus-stimulus pairing
procedure that consisted of a 1:1 ratio while the other independent variable was a
stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure that consisted of a 5:1 ratio. Specific descriptions of
these independent variables are outlined in the following sections. Both independent
variables were applied during sessions for a total of 50 pairings per session.
Stimulus-Stimulus Pairing 1:1
In the stimulus-stimulus pairing (SSP) procedure with a ratio of 1:1, where one
pairing trial consisted of one utterance of the target response paired with the delivery of a
reinforcer (e.g., “Bah”, delivery of candy). There were a total of 50 pairings per session.
Stimulus-Stimulus Pairing 5:1
The second independent variable was the stimulus-stimulus pairing (SSP)
procedure with a ratio of 5:1, where one pairing trial consisted of five utterances of the
target response paired with the delivery of a reinforcer during the third utterance (e.g.,
“Bah, Bah, Bah” – delivery of stimulus, “Bah, Bah”). There were a total of 50 pairings
per session.
Dependent Variable
This study measured both primary dependent variables and secondary dependent
variables. Primary dependent variables are those that pertain to the research questions
specified for the particular study, and secondary dependent variables were other
behaviors not explicitly pertinent to the research questions but may help detect any
outliers in patterns of responding. The primary dependent variable was the total number
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of occurrences of the target responses prior to and after pairing sessions. Depending on
which condition the participant was assigned to the target response was either a novel
vocalization or infrequent vocalization. For participant one, infrequent vocalizations were
measured, and for participant two novel vocalizations were measured. Each dependent
variable was individually based on the respective participant’s existing vocal verbal
repertoire (as noted previously in the description of the participants). The secondary
dependent variable was the total frequency of non-target vocalizations.
Novel Vocalizations
Novel vocalizations were defined as any vocalization that did not occur during the
language assessment, and were reported by parents/guardians, and/or familiar staff (e.g.,
teacher, day care assistant) that they have never witnessed the participant emit the sound.
For participant two the novel vocalization paired was “bah.”
Infrequent Vocalizations
Infrequent vocalizations were defined as any vocalization occurring at a minimum
of one time and not exceeding ten occurrences during the language assessment phase as
compared to other vocalizations, and were reported to occur infrequently by
parents/guardians, familiar staff or both. For participant one the infrequent vocalization
paired was “doy,” as this was the sound the participant emitted the least amount during
the language assessment.
Non-Target Vocalizations
Non-target vocalizations were defined as any vocalizations emitted by the
participant for that were not designated for the stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure in
effect during a specific session and were separated by at least two s form the last
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vocalization. For example, any vocalization that was not “doy” emitted by participant one
was counted as a non-target vocalization. The two-second separation was added to the
definition because participants would sometimes engage in long streams of nonsensical
sounds that could not easily be discriminated. For example, participant two would often
engage in vocal play in a rhythmic tone emitting long streams of sounds that included,
but were not limited to, “higgahiggahiggah.”
Data Collection
Data were collected on the total occurrences of the dependent variables in preand post-session observation periods as well as during the treatment conditions. Data
were collected during pre-pairing observation periods to observe whether the treatment
had lasting effects outside of the treatment conditions. The experiment utilized an event
recording measurement system, in which each instance of the dependent variables was
recorded. Research assistants had a data sheet with sections to complete including the
date, session numbers, scorer’s initials, condition, participant-specific target responses
and a set of circles next to it to be marked to indicate each occurrence of the different
dependent variables (See Appendix I). Data are reported in two ways: (1) as separate
frequencies of the target responses per five-minute observation period pre- and postsession as well as during the treatment condition, and (2) as a total frequency of all
instances of the target response over the course of one session (i.e., pre, during, and post
session).
Interobserver Agreement
Interobserver agreement (IOA) was collected for at total of 35% of all sessions for
each participant across both baseline and experimental phases. The average IOA across
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all sessions was 88% (range, 65-100%). Data from all scored sessions are found in
Appendix N.
Data were collected either live during the actual sessions or at a later time by
reviewing video recordings of the sessions by a trained research assistant. Agreement was
compared for each session for each dependent variable using the formula:

Number of agreements
*100% = IOA
Number of disagreements + Number of agreements

€ primary investigator trained all research assistants on how to collect data, by
The
explaining data collection procedures, the data collection sheets, and behaviors being
measured. Research assistants included both undergraduate and graduate level students,
who were participating in the research project for course credits. The research assistants
then watched previously recorded sessions from the current study and practiced
collecting data. Once research assistants scored three consecutive sessions with a
minimum of 95% IOA as compared to the experimenter, he/she was permitted to conduct
data collection for the study. If IOA scores fell below 80%, research assistants were
retrained using original training procedures until a minimum IOA score of 95% with the
experimenter is achieved for three consecutive sessions.
Treatment Fidelity
Treatment fidelity data were collected for 37% of the sessions across baseline and
intervention for each participant. The research assistants viewed previously recorded
experimental sessions, and used a fidelity checklist to indicate the number of steps
correctly implemented. The average treatment integrity score was 97% with a range of
70-100%. Data from all scored sessions are found in Appendix O. Training for scoring
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treatment integrity for each session consisted of the research assistants watching
previously scored videos and scoring them independently. Once an agreement score of
95% or higher was achieved, research assistants were permitted to collect treatment
fidelity data (For a sample sheet see Appendix M). Treatment fidelity was computed
using the following formula:

Number of correct steps
*100% = Treatment Fidelity
Number of incorrect steps + Number of correct steps

€€

Interobserver agreement was conducted for 43% of sessions for which treatment fidelity
was conducted. The mean IOA for treatment integrity was 98% (range of 90-100%). (See
Appendix O)
Research Design
A multiple treatment reversal design was used for the study (Freeland & Noell,
1999). This design requires the participant to start in one condition and reverse between
baseline and one or more treatments. This study utilized an ABACBCD and ACABCBD
design to control for sequencing effects, with (A) representing the baseline condition, (B)
representing the SSP 1:1 condition, (C) representing the SSP 5:1 condition, and (D)
representing SSP + direct reinforcement.
Procedure
Participants underwent one of two conditions during which time they were either
exposed to a SSP procedure on novel vocalizations, or a SSP procedure on infrequent
vocalizations. Participant one commenced the study in the novel vocalization condition,
and participant two commenced in the infrequent condition. Once assigned to a specific
condition, the two participants were assigned opposite sequences of treatment in an
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attempt to control for possible sequencing effects. Thus, participant one commenced with
an ABACBCD sequence, and participant two with an ACABCBD sequence. If multiple
sessions were conducted in one day, sessions were separated with a 15-minute break to
allow the participant to engage with preferred items in the absence of any pairing
procedure.
Reinforcer Selection
A survey of possible reinforcers was distributed and completed by the
participants’ as well as staff familiar with the participant. The survey included a range of
items and activities thought to be typically reinforcing to children in general, and required
each stimulus or activity to be rated for individual preference (See Appendix H).
Individuals completing the survey rated the listed items using the scale to rank the objects
from least to most preferred. Additional spaces were left at the bottom of the survey for
individuals to write in any additional items or activities the participants seemed to enjoy.
The items were then rated hierarchically and the top rated items that were available at the
research site were selected for the preference assessment. For participant one the items
included a dry erase board, piggy bank, puzzle, pop and play, light up toy, spin/tickle,
trampoline, bubbles, sensory balls, and Mr. Potato Head. For participant two the items
consisted of Doritos, spinning in a chair, squish balls, tickles, trampoline, being thrown in
the air, bubbles, Blues Clues fridge, drum and piggy bank. With those items, the
experimenter conducted a paired stimuli preference assessment as outlined in Fisher,
Piazza, Bowman, Hagopian, Owens and Slevin (1992) to select the top five most
preferred items by the individual (See Appendix J for a sample data sheet). In the
preference assessment, the experimenter presented two items at a time and allowed the
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child to select one. The selection was recorded and two additional items were presented
in which the process was repeated using a different combination of paired stimuli until all
stimuli were paired with one another. Results of the preference assessment can be found
in Appendix A for participant one, and Appendix B for participant 2.
To ensure the stimuli or activities functioned as reinforcers, the experimenter then
used the items or activities to conduct a reinforcer assessment (Roscoe, Iwata & Khang,
1999). The reinforcement assessment consisted of presenting the child with two blocks,
one blue and one red (See Appendix K for a sample data sheet). These items were rated
as moderately preferred for both children. The experimenter presented a sequence of 3minute trials, during which the participant was exposed to three different conditions (1)
baseline, during which time the engaging with either block resulted in no programmed
consequences (i.e., no access to the preferred stimuli or activities), (2) SR Red, during
which time the preferred stimulus or activity was delivered contingent on the child
interacting with the red block, and (3) SR Blue, during which time the preferred stimulus
or activity was delivered contingent on the child interacting with the blue block. Prior to
the sessions, the experimenter prompted the child to play with both blocks and delivered
the preferred stimulus or activities contingent on the specific response required for that
condition. Conditions were presented in random order to control for sequencing effects.
Only those items or activities that functioned as a reinforcer were used throughout the
remainder of the study. Results from the reinforcer assessment for participant two are
depicted in Appendix C. Items or activities selected for participant two included access to
the trampoline, delivering tickles, and playing with bubbles. Only participant two was
exposed to the formal reinforcer assessment. Participant one was not able to complete the
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experimental reinforcer assessment due to changes in the motivating operation in effect.
In other words, stimuli were not consistently preferred over a long period of time as the
child would only engage with certain items or in certain activities for short period of time
before engaging in an alternate item or activity, and any physical response required to
gain access to the stimuli decreased the reinforcing effectiveness of the item. For
example, when participant one had free access to the stimuli she would frequently laugh
and engage with the various stimuli. However when she was prompted to interact with a
neutral stimulus she would engage in tantrum behavior and refuse to interact with any of
the previously preferred items after being prompted for the remainder of the assessment
session. To control for this, the researchers cycled through stimuli identified to function
as potential reinforcers during participant one’s basic programming at the center during
experimental sessions. Items for participant one included tickles, being fanned, playing
bubbles, and being picked up and spun.
Baseline
Baseline was conducted prior to the implementation of the training sessions. Each
session commenced with a five-minute pre-baseline observation period, during which
time the participant was able to freely move around the room without any instruction or
interaction with the experimenter and/or research assistants. During this time the
experimenter recorded the number of target responses emitted as well as any non-target
vocalizations. Various moderately preferred materials were placed around the room with
which the participant could engage (e.g. blocks, books), and these items remained in the
room during the entire session (i.e., through the SSP procedure as well as the post SSP
observation). After the five-minute observation, participants were exposed to the baseline
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condition, in which the target sound was delivered on a fixed time interval of five
seconds. For example, if the target vocalization is “bah” the experimenter delivered the
target sound once every five seconds without the delivery of a reinforcer. The reinforcers
selected for the respective participant were present in the room, but out of the reach of the
child to control for the presence of the item in the SSP conditions as well as to observe
whether or not the child would spontaneously mand for the item. For example, the items
were stored on top of a cabinet, so they could be in plain view of the child but the child
could not reach the item. The interaction between the experimenter and the participant
were kept at minimal levels by ignoring all attempts to gain attention by the participant
and only interacting with the participant if there is an imminent risk for the participant.
For example, if the child pulled the research assistants hand in as a bid for attention, the
experimenter ignored the child and repositioned the child’s hands. This was done in an
attempt to control for accidental pairings of social reinforcers with the target responses.
The baseline condition continued until the target vocalization was presented for a total of
50 times. The baseline session was subsequently followed by a post-pairing five-minute
observation, during which time data were collected on the total number of occurrences of
the target vocal response for each participant (i.e., novel or infrequent), as well any nontarget vocalizations and aberrant behaviors.
Stimulus-Stimulus Pairing (1:1)
Each session commenced with a five-minute pre-pairing observation period,
where the participant was able to freely move around the room without any instruction or
interaction with the experimenter and/or research assistants. During this time, the
experimenter recorded any spontaneous vocalizations of the target response as well as
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any non-target vocalizations. Various moderately preferred materials were placed around
the room with which the participant may engage (e.g., blocks, books, etc.), and these
items remained in the room during the entire session. After the five minutes elapsed, the
experimenter approached the participant, positioned himself in front of the participant at
eye level and implemented the SSP 1:1 procedure. A single pairing trial consisted of 1
utterance of the target vocalization (e.g., “Bah”). During the trial, the experimenter said
the target response one time and delivered the reinforcer (e.g., “Bah” and deliver candy).
This continued until a total of 50 pairing trials occurred during the session with small
breaks ranging between 2-10 s between pairing trials. The target vocalization was emitted
a total of 50 instances by the researchers, and the reinforcer was presented for a total of
50 instances during the entire session. The pairing condition was followed by a fiveminute post-pairing observation period. Procedures in the second five-minute observation
period (following the implementation of the SSP 1:1 session) were the same as the one
that was conducted prior to the SSP 1:1 session. Data were collected on the total number
of occurrences of the target response for each participant, as well any non-target
vocalization and any aberrant behaviors. If at any time during the pairing session the
child emitted the target response, the experimenter paused the session by ignoring the
child for 10 s and removing the reinforcer. Following 10 s of no spontaneous utterance of
the target response, the experimenter continued with the condition. This was done to
avoid accidentally reinforcing the vocalization.
Stimulus-Stimulus Pairing (5:1)
This procedure was identical to the Stimulus-Stimulus (1:1) procedure with the
following exceptions: (1) the researcher implemented the SSP 5:1 procedure, (2) a single
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pairing trial consisted of five utterances of the target vocalization, in which the
experimenter said the target response three times, delivered the reinforcer, and continued
with the last two utterances of the target response for that pairing trial (e.g., “Bah, bah,
bah” deliver candy “Bah, bah”), and (3) the target sounds was emitted a total of 250
instances by the experimenter with the reinforcer only being deliver a total of 50
instances.
Stimulus-Stimulus Pairing and Direct Reinforcement
This procedure was identical to the Stimulus-Stimulus (1:1) procedure with the
following exceptions: (1) if at any time during the pre-pairing and post-pairing
observation session the child emitted the target response, the experimenter immediately
delivered the reinforcer, (2) the pairing procedure selected for this condition was
dependent on the data from the previous conditions in the study, and (3) if at any time the
participant spontaneously emitted the target vocalizations during the pairing session, the
experimenter immediately delivered the reinforcer while saying the target vocalization.
For example, if the experimenter was recording data after a pairing trial, and the
participant emitted the target vocalization, the experimenter would immediately deliver
the reinforcer while repeating back the target vocalization. Selections for the pairing
procedures were made based on individual participant’s response to the intervention, and
included steady states of responding, mean occurrences of the target response per
experimental condition, and ability to return to previous states of responding when
interventions were discontinued and reintroduced. For participant one a SSP 5:1 was
utilized and for participant two a SSP 1:1 was utilized.
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RESULTS
Participant One

Total Frequency of Target Voclaizations Per
Sessions

Participant one’s results are represented in graph in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Participant One Target Vocalization. This figure illustrates the total frequency
of the target vocalization during pre-, during-, and post-session observations combined.

Figure 1 illustrates the total frequency of the target vocalization during pre-,
during-, and post-session observations combined. Participant one emitted the infrequent
target vocalization an average of zero times during the first three sessions in baseline.
When the participant was exposed to the SSP 1:1 condition, overall frequencies of the
target vocalizations increased to an average of 5.6 (range, 0-28). During the initial 1:1
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pairing, the participant responded slowly to the intervention, only emitting a total of one
target vocalization across sessions four and five. An increase in performance was
observed during the sixth session in which the target vocalization occurred a total of 29
times per session. For the remainder of the initial SSP 1:1 condition, performance was on
a downward trend until no responding in sessions eight and nine. When the SSP 1:1 was
removed low performance continued with a total of two occurrences of the target
vocalization emitted over session 10, 11, and 12. After a steady state of low responding,
the participant was exposed to the SSP 5:1condition. Overall frequencies of the target
vocalization increased during this condition to an average of 8.1 (range, 0-44) target
vocalizations per session. A similar pattern was observed in the rate of responding to that
of the initial SSP 1:1 condition. During sessions 13, 14, and 15 little to no responding
was observed until session 16 during which time the target vocalization was emitted a
total of 44 times. After this initial increase in responding, all subsequent responding for
the remainder of the 5:1 condition was on a downward trend and concluded with 0
occurrences of the target response. Participant one was then exposed to the SSP 1:1 and
SSP 5:1 conditions once more to identify if the patterns of responding could be
replicated. During the reintroduction of the SSP 1:1 condition, participant one emitted the
target vocalization for an average of 5 (range, 0-15) occurrences per session. When the
SSP 1:1 condition was reintroduced participant one initially did not emit the target
vocalization. During session 21, an increase in the overall frequency of the target
vocalization was observed, with 15 instances occurring during the session. After this
initial increase, overall frequency of the target vocalization decreased during sessions 22
with only four occurrences of the target vocalization, and session 23 with only one
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occurrence of the target vocalization. After two sessions with a decreasing trend of the
target response, the 5:1 condition was reintroduced. Overall frequencies of the target
response remained steady with an average of 5 per session (range, 2-8). When first
exposed to the SSP 5:1 condition, the target vocalization occurred at mid levels, being
emitted a total of four instances during session 24 and two instances during session 25.
After being exposed to the SSP 5:1 condition for two sessions, overall frequencies of the
target vocalization began to increase. During session 26 the participant emitted the target
vocalization for a total of six instances, and a total of eight instances in session 27. With
an upward trend being observed, the experimenter introduced the SSP 5:1 + direct
reinforcement condition. Due to an unforeseen scheduling conflict, participant one was
not able to participate in the study after being exposed to only one session of SSP 5:1 +
direct reinforcement. During session 28, a significant level change was observed and the
participant engaged in a total of 40 instances of the target vocalization.
Data were also examined in pre, during, and post pairing observations across all
sessions. It was observed that the total occurrences of the target vocalization were higher
during the pairing procedures and lowest prior to the pairing procedure. Mean
occurrences of the target vocalization during pre-pairing observations were 0.54 (range,
0-6), mean target vocalizations during the pairing procedures were 4.68 (range, 0-43),
and mean target vocalizations during post-pairing observation were 0.71 (range, 0-7).
Additionally, data were examined for non-target vocalization during the 5-min
observation period prior to and directly following all sessions in the study. Figure 2
illustrates the cumulative number of non-target vocalizations during total pre-pairing and
post-pairing observation sessions for participants one.
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Figure 2. Participant One Non-Target Vocalization. This figure illustrates the cumulative
number of non-target vocalizations during total pre-pairing and post-pairing observation
sessions.

Non-target vocalizations during the pre-pairing observation period totaled 424,
with an average of 15.1 per session (range, 1-29). An increase in non-target vocalizations
was observed during the post-pairing observation period for a total of 542, with an
average of 19.4 per session (range, 3-40).
Participant Two
Participant two’s results are represented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Participant Two Target Vocalization. This figure illustrates the total frequency
of the target vocalization during pre-, during-, and post-session observations combined.

Figure 3 illustrates the total frequency of the target vocalization during pre-,
during-, and post-session observations combined. Participant two emitted the novel target
vocalization an average of zero times during the first three sessions in baseline. When the
participant was exposed to the SSP 5:1 condition, overall frequencies of the target
vocalizations increased to an average of 1.5 per session (range, 0-3). During the initial
5:1 pairing, the participant responded at low levels during the first few sessions, emitted
the target vocalizations a total of zero times during session four, and a total of one time
during session five. During sessions six and seven an increase in responding to three
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occurrences of the target vocalization during each session was exhibited. Responding
decreased over the next two sessions and concluded with zero occurrences of the target
vocalization in session nine. When the SSP 5:1 was removed and a return to baseline
was implemented, low performance continued with a total of only one occurrence of the
target vocalization emitted during session 11. After a steady state of low responding, the
participant was exposed to the SSP 1:1 condition. Overall frequencies of the target
vocalization increased during this condition to an average of 3.66 (range, 0-15) target
vocalizations per session. Participant two did not emit a single occurrence of the target
vocalization during the first session in the SSP 1:1 condition, but during the second
session in this condition his total frequency of the target vocalization increased to 15.
After this initial increase in performance, the sessions began a downward trend until the
session 18 during which time no instances of the target vocalization were observed.
Participant two was then exposed to the SSP 5:1 and SSP 1:1 conditions once more to
identify if the patterns of responding could be replicated. The participant did not engage
in any target vocalizations when exposed to the SSP 5:1 condition. After three sessions of
zero instances of the target response, the 1:1 condition was reintroduced. Overall
frequencies increased to an average of 12 per session (range, 12-12). After two sessions
of increased target vocalizations, the participant was exposed to the SSP 1:1 + direct
reinforcement condition. Overall occurrences during this condition averaged 18.16
(range, 5-37). Overall responding was variable during the beginning of the condition, but
rates were still elevated over levels that were exhibited in the baseline conditions. The
final three sessions indicate an upward trend with total frequency of the target
vocalization concluding at 21 per session.
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Data were also examined in pre, during, and post pairing observations across all
sessions. For the purposes of data analysis, during pairing sessions was defined as the
time period in which the pairing procedure was being implemented. It was observed that
total occurrences of the target vocalization were higher during the pairing procedures and
lowest prior to the pairing procedure. Mean occurrences of the target vocalization during
pre-pairing observations were .49 (range, 0-9), mean target vocalizations during the
pairing procedures were 3.66 (range, 0-37), and mean target vocalizations during postpairing observation were 1.55 (range, 0-10).
Additionally, data were examined for non-target vocalization during the 5-min
observation period prior to and directly following all sessions in the study. Figure 4
illustrates the cumulative number of non-target vocalizations during total pre-pairing and
post-pairing observation sessions for participants two.
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Figure 4. Participant two Non-Target Vocalizations. This figure illustrates the cumulative
number of non-target vocalizations during total pre-pairing and post-pairing observation
sessions.

Non-target vocalizations during the pre-pairing observation period totaled 244,
with an average of 8.4 per session (range, 0-22). An increase in non-target vocalizations
was observed during the post-pairing observation period for a total of 382, with an
average of 13.1 per session (range, 1-24).
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DISCUSSION
Two variations of a stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure, one consisting of a 1:1
pairing ratio and the second a 5:1 pairing ratio, were implemented with two individuals
on the autism spectrum with low verbal repertoires. Both stimulus-stimulus pairing
procedures were utilized on a novel vocalization and an infrequent vocalization. Results
suggests that for participant one the 5:1 ratio was more effective for increasing the overall
frequency of the target vocalization (i.e., the infrequent vocalization) above baseline
levels, and for participant two the 1:1 ratio was more effective at increasing the overall
frequency of the target vocalization (i.e., the novel vocalization). Both variations,
however, were effective in increasing the overall frequencies of both target vocalizations.
After the target vocalization occurred more frequently, the experimenter was able to
bring it under more direct contingencies of reinforcement. Additionally, results suggest
that the infrequent vocalization may be increased to higher frequencies more easily than
the novel vocalization. Participant one’s overall pattern of responding was very similar to
participant two, the only major difference being the overall frequencies of the
vocalizations were higher for participant one than participant two. However, upon
conclusion of the study, both participants were consistently emitting the target
vocalization. Based on these findings, it is difficult to draw any firm conclusion as to
which stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure is more effective at inducing or expanding
vocal abilities.
Data were examined to identify if any outside variable may have affected
performance during the sessions. Because multiple research assistants conducted
sessions, data were examined to see if outliers in the data were consistent with a specific
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research assistant. Analysis demonstrated that there was no correlation between a specific
research assistant and any outliers in data points. Additionally, because multiple sessions
could be conducted on the same day, data were examined to see if session conducted
right after one another demonstrated higher performance relative to previous data points.
Analysis demonstrated that there was no correlation between the amount of session
conducted per day and any outliers or patterns in the data.
Findings from the current study are in stark contrast with Milotis et al. (2012), in
which there was a distinct difference between the stimulus-stimulus pairing procedures
suggesting that the 1:1 ratio was more effective than a 3:1 ratio. The current study
investigated not only which procedure was more effective, but also which type of
vocalization to target. In the Milotis et al. (2012) study, all vocalizations being paired
were infrequent vocalizations. The two vocalizations selected for the SSP 1:1 conditions,
however, were occurring at the highest level of any of the infrequent vocalizations
selected to be paired. In the current study, the infrequent vocalization being paired
occurred at much higher levels than the novel vocalizations post pairing, suggesting that
vocalizations already occurring in the individual’s repertoire (even at a very minimal or
infrequent level) may respond to the intervention at a higher level or rate in general. This
may explain why a clear distinction was observed in the Miltois et al. (2012), because the
vocalizations being paired in the SSP 1:1 condition were occurring at higher frequencies
than the 3:1 condition prior to the start of the study. The subtle difference between the
overall frequencies of the infrequent vocalizations may have been enough for one target
to respond to the intervention more quickly than other infrequent vocalizations. Future
research may want to focus explicitly on what levels vocalizations need to occur prior to
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the implementation of any SSP procedures to yield the most robust treatment effects.
While the current study demonstrated an effect across both vocalizations, higher levels of
responding with the infrequent vocalization were observed. It may be that when
beginning to teach initial vocal verbal behavior, targeting sounds that occur at some
minimal level to be brought under control, and shaped into recognizable words, may
produce the most immediate and even sustaining results.
Another interesting finding is the sequence in which individual participants
responded to the various interventions. Both participants experienced increases in the
target vocalization over baseline conditions during the second experimental phase.
Additionally, both participants experienced spikes in their responding during the first few
sessions, and then a downward trend after the initial jump in responding. These results
were evidenced regardless of the specific SSP procedure implemented. Taken together,
these data suggest that the sequence in which pairing procedures are introduced may have
an impact on the effectiveness of this intervention.
The current data do not provide concrete evidence for a clear distinction favoring
one SSP procedure over another. Both procedures were able to increase the target
vocalization over baseline levels for both participants; however, the ease of
implementation was not as similar. Anecdotal accounts from research assistants reported
that conducting a 5:1 pairing session was more effortful than the 1:1 session, often
leaving some researchers out of breath at the end of the session due to continuously
saying the sound while simultaneously engaging in physical activities (e.g., swinging the
child, tickling, etc.). Future researchers and practitioners may want to keep this in mind
when conducting future pairing sessions. It may not be that one procedure is more
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effective than another, but the ease of implementation is greater for the SSP 1:1 versus
the SSP 5:1, however since no formal measures were taken on social validity from the
research assistants’ perspective, these findings should be regarded strictly as provisional.
Future research may want to examine the practical application and implementation of the
two stimulus-stimulus pairing procedures as a mechanism of social validity.
Analysis of the secondary dependent variables compared the 5-minute pre-pairing
observation period and the 5-minute post-pairing observation period. The results of this
comparison demonstrated that after the pairing procedure, participants experienced an
increase in overall vocalizations. While these vocalizations were not consistently the
target vocalization, this finding is interesting as it provides some evidence for an
automatic reinforcement function. Vaughan and Michael (1982) suggested that early
vocalizations were an effect of automatic reinforcement from a specific learning history;
meaning sounds that were similar to those sounds heard while experiencing pleasant
events reinforced themselves. In this study, the researchers vocalizations were paired
continuously with reinforcement over several sessions. After vocal sounds were paired,
both participants’ non-target vocalizations increased from pre-session frequencies. This
suggests that the sound of their own voice may have been reinforcing, thus they engaged
in more vocal play. This may be helpful to practitioners who want to increase overall
vocalizations, to then shape and bring under direct control. Future research may want to
look at conditioning a range of vocal sounds, and attempting to select and shape specific
sounds to bring under the controlling variables of the mand. For example, research may
wish to increase the sound “oo,” so they would differentially reinforce “oo” with pieces
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of cookies, until the child reliably emits the sound “oo,” during which time other mand
training procedures can be utilized to bring the sound under mand control.
Although the findings of this study provide insight into components that may
make the stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure more effective, several limitations must be
addressed. First, the SSP 1:1 condition the participants experienced the sounds for a total
of 50 instances, and during the SSP 5:1 condition the participants experienced the sound
for a total of 250 instances. While the total number of sounds was disproportionate, it
should be noted that the number of deliveries of the reinforcer was consistent across both
experimental conditions. The discrepancy between the number of times the target sounds
was experienced by the individual is an attribute specific to the each variation of the SSP
procedures. SSP 5:1 procedures utilize more instances of the target vocalization to
increase the likelihood the participant is experiencing the sound while coming into
contact with the reinforcer. The purpose of this study was to evaluate whether this
method of conditioning a vocalization was more effective than the SSP 1:1 in which the
target sound is only experienced a total of 50 times, delivered as single instances. In
addition to this, a second limitation to the study pertained to baseline conditions, during
which time no interaction from the researcher occurred. The increase in overall
vocalizations may have been an artifact of increased social activity with another person,
and not an effect of the stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure alone. Future research would
want to control for this potential confounding variable. ,
Another limitation that pertains to the secondary dependent variable is that the
definition used for scoring non-target vocalizations may have grossly underestimated the
occurrence of non-target vocalizations. Several times both participants engaged in long
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strands of vocal play that were not separated by two seconds. And while the participant
was clearly engaging in high frequencies of vocal play, these would only be scored as one
instance due to the operational definition. A more precise operational definition as well as
scoring procedure is warranted if this is going to be a primary measure in future studies.
As this was a secondary measure, the definition was appropriate for the research question
at hand.
Additionally, only two participants were utilized over the course of the study
making the experimental control and generalization of the findings limited. Replication of
findings should be done to ensure that patterns are similar across more than two children.
During future replications, conditions should be ran for longer period times for several
reasons: (1) the overlap between baseline and experimental conditions occurs several
times throughout the study, a longer baseline may provide insight as to whether the
behavior may increase as an artifact of some extraneous variable, (2) if rates of
responding can increase during the experimental phases to similar levels as previous
sessions in the same phase, and (3) if the initial baseline does not indicate an increase in
the vocalization, and the data for one intervention demonstrate steady state responding at
zero, a second baseline may not be necessary.
Lastly, because participant one never underwent a reinforcer assessment,
experimenters cannot be certain that the stimuli used during the pairing procedure were
actually functional reinforcers. Alternative for of reinforcer assessments should be
conducted for future participants who do not respond to the reinforcer assessment
described in the current study. Future reinforcer assessments can include reinforcing a
behavior the participant already engages in, such as sitting in a chair.
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Additional considerations for future research include explicitly bringing vocal
sounds under the controlling variables of various verbal operants. After vocalizations are
occurring at an increased level, they should immediately be brought under direct
contingencies as previous research suggests the effects of the intervention do not
maintain without adding a reinforcement contingency (Esch, Carr, & Grow, 2009). The
research is not clear as to which function these vocalizations should serve, meaning
should it be brought under echoic control (Esch, Carr, & Michael, 2005) or mand control
(Yoon & Feliciano, 2007). The current study did not attempt to arrange antecedent and
consequence conditions to bring the vocalization under the control of a specific verbal
operant, only to increase the overall frequencies. Anecdotal reports suggested a mand
function for the vocalization for participant two, as he would frequently grab the bubbles
and bring it over to the researcher and say “bah.” Future research should focus on which
verbal operant the vocalization should be brought under after the initial increase in the
vocalization.
The current study attempted to compare two variations of the stimulus-stimulus
pairing procedure on both novel and infrequent vocalizations. Taken together, data were
mixed as to which procedure was more effective than the other, indicating that there may
be no distinct difference in the effects produced by the procedure. Despite these findings,
both procedures were able to increase the target vocalizations above baseline levels, and
in turn experimenters were able to bring the target sounds under more direct acting
contingencies of reinforcement.
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Appendix A
Participant One’s Preference Assessment
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This figure illustrates the percentage of trials each stimulus was selected during a ForcedChoice Preference Assessment.
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Appendix B
Participant Two’s Preference Assessment
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This figure illustrates the percentage of trials each stimulus was selected during a ForcedChoice Preference Assessment.
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Appendix C
Participant Two’s Reinforcer Assessment
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Tickles reinforcer assessment. This figure illustrates the frequency of block selection per
minute. Open circles represent the participant’s selection of red blocks, and closed circles
represent the participant’s selection of blue blocks.
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Thrown in air reinforcer assessment. This figure illustrates the frequency of block
selection per minute. Open circles represent the participant’s selection of red blocks, and
closed circles represent the participant’s selection of blue blocks.
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Bubbles reinforcer assessment. This figure illustrates the frequency of block selection per
minute. Open circles represent the participant’s selection of red blocks, and closed circles
represent the participant’s selection of blue blocks.
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Bubbles reinforcer assessment. This figure illustrates the frequency of block selection per
minute. Open circles represent the participant’s selection of red blocks, and closed circles
represent the participant’s selection of blue blocks.
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Appendix D
Past Research on Stimulus-Stimulus Pairing
Study
Sundberg,
Michael,
Partington,
Sundberg
1996
Smith,
Michael,
Sundberg
1996
Yoon,
Bennett
2000
Miguel,
Carr,
Michael
2002
Esch, Carr,
Michael
2005

Effect

# of pairing
trials per
session

# of sounds
per pairing
trial

Age

Diagnosis

Sex

Vocal play

Existing vocal
repertoire

Reinforcer

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

15 per min
15 per min
7.5 per min
2.5 per min
3.3 per min

1:1

4 yrs
4yrs
2 yrs
3 yrs
2 yrs

MR
Autism
DD
Autism
Typical

M
M
F
M
F

High
Low
Low
High
AA1

High*
High*
Low*
Mid*
AA

Social

Yes
Yes

7.6 per min
8.8 per min

1:1

11 mo
1 yr

Typical
Typical

F
F

N/S2
N/S

AA
AA

Social

Yes
Yes
Yes

12 per min
12 per min
12 per min

1:1

3-4
3-4
3-4

Severe DD
Severe DD
Severe DD

N/S
N/S
M

None
None
Mild

Low*
Low*
Low*

Social

Yes
No
Slight

< 4 per min
< 4 per min

5:1

5 yrs
3 yrs
5 yrs

Autism
Autism
Autism

M
M
M

N/S
N/S
N/S

Low*
Low*
Mild*

Edibles

3:1

6 yrs
6 yrs
8 yrs

Autism
Autism
Autism

F
M
F

N/S
N/S
N/S

Low*
Low*
Low*

Edibles/
Toys

No
No
No

<7.5 per min
<7.5 per min
<7.5 per min

Normand,
No
<6 per min
7:1
3 yrs
Autism
M
Low
Mid/High*
Knoll, 2006
Age Appropriate
2
Not Specified
*Based on the classification system in the current study, groups were estimated by the author from information provided in article
1
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Toys/ Edibles

Table 1 (Cont.)
Study

Effect

# of pairing
trials per
session

Yoon,
Feliciano,
Kolainu,
2007

No
No
Slight
Slight
Yes
Yes

12 per min
12 per min
12 per min
12 per min
12 per min
12 per min

Yes
Yes

Stock,
Schulze,
Mirenda,
2008

# of sounds
per pairing
trial

Vocal play

Existing vocal
repertoire

Reinforcer

Low
Low
High
High
High
High

High*
High*
Mid/Low*
Mid/Low*
Low*
Low*

Social/ Tangible/
Edible

F
F

Low
High

Low/Mid*
Low*

Edibles/ Movie/
Social

Autism
Autism
Autism

M
F
F

N/S
High
N/S

22 mo
23 mo

Autism
Autism

F
M

N/S
N/S

2.4 yr
2.8 yr
5.7 yr

Autism
Autism
Autism

M
F
M

Low
High
High

Low*
Low/Mid*
High*

N/S

DD
Autism
Autism
DD

M
F
F
F

N/S
N/S
N/S
N/S

Low
Low
Low
Low

Edibles/ Tangible

Autism
Autism

F
M

Low
Low

Low
Mid

N/S

Age

Diagnosis

1:1

2-5 yrs

No formal
diagnosis, at
risk or
‘educational
disability’

10 per min
10 per min

N/S

3 yrs
3 yrs

Autism
Autism

No
Yes
No

3 per min
3 per min
3 per min

5:1

4 yrs
2 yrs
4 yrs

Carroll,
Klatt 2008

Yes
No

N/S 20 total
N/S 20 total

5:1

Esch, Carr,
Grow, 2009

Yes
Slight
Slight

10 trials across
12-15 min

3:1

Fronapfel,
2012

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

4 per min
4 per min
4 per min
4 per min

5:1

Milotis et
al., 2012

Yes
Yes

N/S
N/S

1:1/3:1

Ward,
Osnes,
Partington,
2007

3 yrs
3 yrs
5 yrs
3 yrs
8 yrs
6 yrs
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Sex

Mid/High*
Low*
Mid/High*
Low*
High*

Edibles

Edibles/Video

Appendix E
Blank VB-MAPP Scoring Form
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Appendix F
Participant VB-MAPP Profiles

VB-MAPP
Master Scoring Form
Key:
Child's name:

Particpant One

Date of birth:

N/A

Age at testing:

14

Assessment 1

2

3

Score

Date

11

February

Color

Tester

4

LEVEL 3
Mand

Tact

Listener

VP/MTS

Play

Social

Mand

Tact

Listener

VP/MTS

Play

Social

Mand

Tact

Listener

VP/MTS

Play

Social

Reading

Writing

LRFFC

IV

Group

Ling.

Echoic

LRFFC

IV

Group

Ling.

Echoic

Vocal

15
14
13
12
11

LEVEL 2
Imitation

10
9
8
7
6

LEVEL 1

5
4
3
2
1

Copyright 2007-2008 Mark L. Sundberg
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Imitation

Math

VB-MAPP
Master Scoring Form
Key:
Child's name:

Particpant Two

Date of birth:

N/A

Age at testing:

14

Assessment 1

2

3

Score

Date

21

February

Color

Tester

4

LEVEL 3
Mand

Tact

Listener

VP/MTS

Play

Social

Mand

Tact

Listener

VP/MTS

Play

Social

Mand

Tact

Listener

VP/MTS

Play

Social

Reading

Writing

LRFFC

IV

Group

Ling.

Echoic

LRFFC

IV

Group

Ling.

Echoic

Vocal

15
14
13
12
11

LEVEL 2
Imitation

10
9
8
7
6

LEVEL 1

5
4
3
2
1

Copyright 2007-2008 Mark L. Sundberg
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Imitation

Math

Appendix G
VB-MAPP Items
Picture cards

Puzzles

Blocks

Picture Books
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Peg Board

Shape Sorter

Mr. Potato Head®

Bubble

Tea Set

70

Toy Fruit

Leggo Duplo®

Train

A Doll

Arts and Craft Materials
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Construction Paper

Block Design Cards

Small and Large Sets of Toys

Activity Books

ABC Cards

Number Cards

Preferred Edibles

72

Toy Cars

Balls
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Appendix H
Reinforcer Survey
Participant # ______________________
Please fill out according to your child’s preferences. Indicate Slightly, Moderately or Strongly
for each of the following. Please feel free to add additional items.
REINFORCER PROFILE
I. Visual Reinforcers

Slightly

BALLOONS
CARS OR MARBLE RAMP
CHALK AND CHALK BOARD
COMPUTER GAMES
CRAYONS OR MARKERS
EGG TIME
FIGURINES FROM A FAVORITE THEME
FLASHLIGHT
GLITTER
GLITTERY OR SHINY STICKERS
GLOW IN THE DARK OBJECTS
JACK IN THE BOX
KALEIDOSCOPE
MAGNA DOODLE
MARKERS AND WHITE BOARD
MIRRORS
PARTY POPPERS
PICTURE BOOKS
POP-UP BOOKS
PUPPETS
POP-UP TOYS

74

Moderately

Strongly

SNOW GLOBES
STAMPS AND STAMP PADS
I. Visual Reinforcers (Cont.)

Slightly

Moderately

Strongly

Slightly

Moderately

Strongly

TOPS/SPINNERS
TOYS THAT LIGHT UP
TOYS WITH WHEELS
TRAIN AND TRAIN TRACK
TV/MOVIES
VIEW FINDER
VIDEO GAMES
WATER TOYS
WIND UP TOYS
OTHER:

II. Auditory Reinforcers
BELLS
BOOKS WITH SOUND EFFECTS
CANISTERS THAT MAKE ANIMAL SOUNDS
CLACKERS
CLAPPING
CYMBALS
DRUM OR DRUM STICKS
KAZOO
MICROPHONE
MUSIC BOX

75

MUSIC TAPES/CDS
NURSERY RHYMES
II. Auditory Reinforcers

Slightly

PIANO
RHYTHM STICKS
SINGING SONGS
THERAPIST'S VOICE

: HIGH PITCH

THERAPIST'S VOICE

: LOW PITCH

THERAPIST'S VOICE WHISPER
THERAPIST'S VOICE EXCITED YELL
TOYS THAT TALK OR SING
TOYS THAT PEEP OR BUZZ
TRIANGLE
WHISTLES

III. Tactile (touch) Reinforcers
3D GLUE
PUFFY PAINT
BEAN BAGS
BOOKS WITH TEXTURED ILLUSTRATIONS
BUBBLE GUM
BUBBLER
BUMBLE BALL
CLAY
FARM ACTION MEN
FEATHERS/FEATHER DUSTER
FINGER PAINTING
GLITTER

76

Moderately

Strongly

KOOSH BALLS
LOTION

III. Tactile (touch) Reinforcers
(Cont.)

Slightly

PILLOW
PIPE CLEANERS OR WIKKI STIX
PLAY-DOH
POM POMS
PUTTY
SAND PLAY
SHAVING CREAM
SILLY STRING STRONG
SOAP BUBBLE

STRESS BALLS
TICKLING

OTHER:

IV. Kinetic (Movement) Reinforcers
BEING HELD UPSIDE DOWN
BICYCLE
BOUNCING ON THERAPY BALL
CLIMBING
CRASHING INTO PILLOWS
CRAWLING
DANCING
HOPPING
JUMPING

77

Moderately

Strongly

PIGGY BACK RIDES

IV. Kinetic (Movement) Reinforcers
(Cont.)

Slightly

ROCKING HORSE
ROLLING ON FLOOR
RUNNING
SIT AND SPIN
SKIPPING
SOCK-EM BOPPERS
SPINNING
SWINGING

TRAMPOLINE
OTHER:

V. Edible Reinforcers
APPLES
CHEZ- IT
CHIPS
GUMMY BEARS
GUMMY SAVERS
JUICE
M

&M

MILK
NERD
SKITTLES
SMARTIES

78

Moderately

Strongly

TEDDY GRAHAMS
TWIZZLERS

Additional Reinforcers

Slightly

OTHER:

79

Moderately

Strongly
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Initials

POST

____

During

____

PRE

____

Condition

                       
                       
Independent Occurrences of Other Vocalizations

Independent Occurrences of Target Sound Per Session

Independent Occurrences of Other Vocalizations

                       
                       

Independent Occurrences of Target Sound Per Session

Independent Occurrences of Other Vocalizations

                       
                       

Independent Occurrences of Target Sound Per Session

Target Vocalization: _______________________ Condition: _____________________

Target Vocalization: Defined as, but not limited to, the vocalization being paired in the SSP condition. It must have point-to-point
correspondence (matches exactly) with the original vocal stimulus and formal similarity (Same sense mode/Physically resemble each other)
Other Vocalization: Defined as, but not limited to, any other vocalization or sounds emitted by the participant that (1) are not the same as the
sound being paired, (2) has a clear beginning and end, and (3) is separated by a 2 second pause from other vocalizations.

Date/Session

Participant #: ________________

Appendix I

Data Collection Sheets

Appendix J
Preference Assessment Data Sheet

Paired Stimulus Preference Assessment
Student: ___________________________
Date: _________________________
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Date:)__________________________

Researcher:)__________________________________

Minute)1 Minute)2 Minute)3 Minute)4 Minute)5 Minute)6 Minute)7 Minute)8 Minute)9 Minute)10 Minute)11 Minute)12

Minute)1 Minute)2 Minute)3 Minute)4 Minute)5 Minute)6 Minute)7 Minute)8 Minute)9 Minute)10 Minute)11 Minute)12

Minute)1 Minute)2 Minute)3 Minute)4 Minute)5 Minute)6 Minute)7 Minute)8 Minute)9 Minute)10 Minute)11 Minute)12

Minute)1 Minute)2 Minute)3 Minute)4 Minute)5 Minute)6 Minute)7 Minute)8 Minute)9 Minute)10 Minute)11 Minute)12

Minute)1 Minute)2 Minute)3 Minute)4 Minute)5 Minute)6 Minute)7 Minute)8 Minute)9 Minute)10 Minute)11 Minute)12

Participant)#:_________________________

Appendix K

Reinforcer Assessment Data Sheet
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Appendix L
Vocalization Observation Sheet
Participant)#:___________________

Date:)__________________

RA:)___________________

Ex:)"mmm"

IIIIIIIIIIIII

`
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Appendix M
Treatment Fidelity Sheet
Participant # __________________

Session # ________________

Researcher __________________

Scored By _________________

Condition ___________________

Date ____________________

A. Baseline Condition: Did the Experimenter…
Task
Mark Y, N, or N/A

Scored

Notes

Have all necessary material present?
Observe child for 5 minutes prior to stating first vocalization?
Use the correct target vocalization?
Have moderately preferred toys out during the entire session?
After first 5 minute observation time, did they state the target sound every 5
seconds?
State target sound for a total of 50 times?
After 50 pairings, observe the child for a second 5 minute period?
Total Yes:
Total No:
B. 1:1 SSP Condition: Did the Experimenter ...

Score: (Yes/ Yes+No)

Task
Mark Y, N, or N/A
Have all necessary material present?

Scored

Notes

Observe child for 5 minutes prior to first pairing trial ?
Use the correct target vocalization?
Have moderately preferred toys out during the entire session?
After first 5 minute observation time, begin first pairing trial?
Conduct pairing trials in which the target sound was emitted one time per
pairing trial?
Deliver the reinforcer imemdiately after the vocalization?
Conduct a total of 50 pairing trials?
Observe child for 5 minutes after the last pairing trial?
Ignore any vocalizations made by the child?
Total Yes:
Total No:
C. 5:1 SSP Condition: Did the Experimenter ...

Score: (Yes/ Yes+No)

Task
Mark Y, N, or N/A
Have all necessary material present?
Observe child for 5 minutes prior to first pairing trial ?
Use the correct target vocalization?
Have moderately preferred toys out during the entire session?
After first 5 minute observation time, begin first pairing trial?

Scored

Conduct pairing trials in which the target sound was emitted five times total
in one trial?
Deliver the reinforcer imemdiately after the third vocalization?
Conduct a total of 50 pairing trials?
Observe child for 5 minutes after the last pairing trial?
Ignore any vocalizations made by the child?
Total Yes:

Total No:

Score: (Yes/ Yes+No)
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Notes

Appendix N
Interobserver Agreement
Date

Scored By

Participant

Session

Phase

2/7/2014
3/11/2014
3/11/2014
3/19/2014
3/26/2014
6/20/2014
4/3/2014
6/20/2014
6/19/2014
3/11/2014
3/17/2014
3/17/2014
3/21/2014
3/18/2014
3/13/2014
3/18/2014
3/24/2014
3/20/2014
3/20/2014
3/27/2014

Olivia
Austin
Austin
Jeremy
Olivia
Andrew
Olivia
Andrew
Andrew
Kimberly
Kimberly
Kimberly
Shauna
Kimberly
Olivia
Anthony
Shauna
Olivia
Mariah
Maribel

1401
1401
1041
1401
1401
1401
1041
1401
1401
1402
1402
1402
1402
1402
1402
1402
1402
1402
1402
1402

1
2
3
6
8
9
11
17
18
1
2
5
6
9
10
11
12
13
15
20

Baseline
Baseline
Baseline
1:1
1:1
1:1
Baseline
5:1
5:1
Baseline
Baseline
5:1
5:1
5:1
Baseline
Baseline
Baseline
1:1
1:1
5:1

Average
Minimum
Maximum
Range

88%
65%
100%
35%
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Interobserver
Agreement
92%
75%
71%
79%
93%
92%
100%
92%
82%
82%
65%
96%
93%
88%
95%
97%
80%
98.5%
95%
97%

Appendix O
Treatment Integrity
Date

Scored By

Participant

Session

Phase

6/11/2014
6/11/2014
6/13/2014
6/13/2014
6/10/2014
6/16/2014
6/16/2014
6/17/2014
6/17/2014
6/4/2014
2/25/2014
2/24/2014
6/24/2014
6/24/2014
6/24/2014
6/24/2014
6/23/2014
6/23/2014
6/23/2014
6/23/2014
6/24/2014

Naomi
Naomi
Valery
Valery
Naomi
Travis
Travis
Eddie
Eddie
Andrew
Olivia
Shannon
Travis
Travis
Travis
Travis
Valery
Valery
Valery
Valery
Eddie

1401
1401
1401
1401
1401
1401
1401
1401
1401
1401
1402
1402
1402
1402
1402
1402
1402
1402
1402
1402
1402

1
2
6
9
11
13
14
16
20
27
2
4
6
8
9
11
15
17
19
21
23

Baseline
Baseline
1:1
1:1
Baseline
5:1
5:1
5:1
1:1
5:1
Baseline
5:1
5:1
5:1
5:1
Baseline
1:1
1:1
5:1
5:1
1:1

Average
Minimum
Maximum
Range

97%
70%
100%
30%

Date

Scored By

Participant

Session

Phase

6/19/2014
6/19/2014
6/24/2014
6/24/2014
6/24/2014
6/24/2014
6/24/2014
6/19/2014
6/19/2014

Anthony
Anthony
Kimberly
Kimberly
Eddie
Eddie
Eddie
Allaina
Allaina

1401
1401
1401
1401
1402
1402
1402
1402
1402

2
6
9
13
2
4
8
9
11

Baseline
1:1
1:1
5:1
Baseline
5:1
5:1
5:1
Baseline
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Treatment
Integrity
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
90%
100%
90%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
90%
100%
70%

Interobserver
Agreement
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
90%
90%
100%
100%

Average
Minimum
Maximum
Range

98%
90%
100%
10%
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Appendix P
HSIRB Approval Letter
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